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Abstinenceo Excess, Success?:
Alcohol, Cigarretteso Wedlock and Earnings
Sam Cameron and Damian Ward'
Ahstacl
Tle $ects of smoking, drinking and morriage
on indivi&tals' etrnings arE estimated for the
UK hbon force for 1974, 1984 and 1994.
Snokers arc fomd to irtur a wage discoftrt;
drinkers a wage premiun and mdtied individuals a wage premium with a discount for the
ftrst child Srch resuln dre intercsting given
numercus govetnments' policy interests in the

activities ofs nkirg, drinking and tlv instituIiet of m&riage.
1. Irrtrodtrction

f T FAr are the factors behind an indif /l/ vidual's eamings? Every economist
Y Y knows the rcle of education and
experience, but does it matter how many cigar€ttes you smoke, how much alcohol you
drinh whether you are maried or cohabit
instead, or how many chil&an you have? This
paper delves into these intriguing questions
which have not been entirely neglected in the
literature which has tended to divide into three

usually unrelatod, propositions. Firstly, there is
the proposition that cigarette snoking is associated with lower eamings (Levme et al, 1997)
which is in mtrk€d contrast to the rational
addiction apprmch to the demand for cigaretes (Becker er a,1,1994) which assumes that
consumption has no impact on future etrnings.
Secondly, other researchers have looked at the
link between eamings nrd alcohol consump
tion, generally coming to the conclusion that
moderate drinking may in fact be beneficial to
labour market success, (Berger and Leigh
1988). A third body of work has looked for a
'marriage premium' in the s€nse that there is
some labor:r market r€tum to beins maried

per se over and above benefits from marriageassociated fuctors. The results ofadding a marriage dummy to the usual human capital proxies are documented by (Waldfogel 1998a),
finding that there are retums for men and also
for women once the relevant factors are.controlled. The present paper is rmique in lhat we
examine, for the first time, the joint effecl of all
three of the factors identified above. Futher to

this, we consider the stability of these effects
over time by using the General Household
Survey, fiom the UK,for 1974,1984 and 1994.
Our eamings functions are estimated sepamtely for men and women. There is a compelling
need for this study if we accept the prernise
that ifeach ofthe three cited literatures is individually of validity then each of them must

have featured serious

mis-specification

through omitting the augnentation terms ofthe
other studies.

The bmad findings of this paper are as follows. The negative effect of smoking holds up
across time (although not significant in 1974)
aad gender. There appear to be beneficial
effects of drinking for both genden although
the pattem shifts over time. Clear evidence of
labour mar*et retums to mariage, combined
with a discor.mt for the first chil4 are found for
both men and women. The stucture of the
paper is as follows; sections II and III consider
the theordical issues. Section IV reviews the
litemture in all thee areas. Section V looks at
the data and section VI looks d the results.

2. The rationalc tor an addittive oonsump
tionaff tings Anh
Apart Aom standard econometric problerns,
the literature is beset by the difficuhy that
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smoking and drinking operate on wages
through a number of different avenues which it
may be difficult to account for separaiely. The
list of possible causes of association can be
b,riefly summarised as follows:
'

one consistenlly alluded

Some ofthe above effects, such as pure dis-

crimination, should vanish when a person quits
smoking and drinking. It follows that a quitter
might still suffer eamings deficit due io a hysteresis effect: for exarnple, if they developed a
poor work record or bad health in the past this

(i) pure discrimination: by non-consuming
worken agairst consuming worters which
leads employers to prefer non-consumers
because of personal prejudice or greater
acceptability to customers and fellow

would still be detrimental to their eamings
prospecls Horce we would expect a quiter to

workers;

am less, celeris paribrrt, than a never gnoktr
but more than one who still smokes.

(ii) risk+hifting: emplcyers may discriminate against smokers because of danger of
fires and possible non-coy€r in insurance

and with drinking tlrere is the danger of
incompetence leading to damage to equipment or ofter people;

(iii) risk preference variation: people who
smoke and drink may have greder risk
preference than othqs and hence their
mean eamings may be less e ante vrder
identical conditionst

(iv) lower prodrctivity: due to health damag€ and/or irteffupted wort pattems during the
course of the day. The effects here may possi-

bly be opposite to this in that a stessed old
worker, who can have a cigarett€, may experience a surge in productivity. Lftewise a relaxing effect of modest social drinking out of
work hours might enhance performance.
Drinfting in work hours is most likely not conducive to output;
(v) greater absenteeism: this may be due to
hangovers or pouer geneml health;

(yi) discount retes: in theory smoken and
drinken might be expected to have a higher discount rate than others.

(vii) healttr insumnce costs: smokcrs may
inflict a higher cost of insurarce on
employers than non-smokers. Whilst this
point may lack empirical verification, it is

to in the pdor

research.

3. The t ranitge-eanings linh
fuain $ere are several routes from the variable to an eamings effect. Maniage may influence the intensity ofjob search efrort, leading

to better labour market matching and hence
higher wages. Maniage might decease earnings by lowering the geographical mobility of
the worker hence precluding sorne prospecb

of

intemal promotion or sderral advance. Any
such effect may be greater when children are
present.

According to Daniel ( 1995), rhe main source
a marriage premiurn for men is fte impact of
a wife on augnerting their human capital.
This rnay take the form of highly specific
of

investments

for which restitution is

now

sought in divorce cases (see Cohen t987) such
as typing and conecting a college Professor
husband's research papers. There are also simple scale benefits in sharing or specialising in

household production tasks. Dariel adds also
that wifely childcare might 'augment her hus-

band's produstivity by allowing him more
sleep'. (Daniel 1995, p.ll6). Some indirect
evidence on these effects can be found in Leigh
(1995) where divorce has a significant negative effect on absenteeism for men brt not for
wom€tr,

Pot€ntially, there is a negative gross associa-

tion with marriage fo women due to factors
associated with mariage, such as the home
production orientdion that follows from a
-38-
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Becker (1991) model. In support ofthis, time
budget sh.rdies consist€ntly show a male reluctance to take on a considerable range of traditionally 'female'tasks. Ther€ may be additional negdive effects from ernployer discrimination especially when children are present
(Goldfua 1990). Evidently, a maniage discount
for women should reduce when the presence of
childrer is conholled for, however whetlrer or
not it tums into a prernium depends on the

decision-making structure within families
(Grossbrd-Shechhran 1984). The evidence in
Waldfogel (1998b) suggests tJrat once the associative effects of mrriage are controlled for
there is indeed a ne1 labour mar*€t retum, to
the marital state. for women.
Since maniage appetrs to bring gairu to both
tln male and female partners one is lead to
wonder whether this is, to some extent, due to
a positive sorting process, viz. those with other
umeasured wage-enhancing characteristics
t€ttd to marry each other. For some empirical
evid€nc€ on this see Cameron (1985). The
implications of Becker's original work on the
econmics ofthe frnily (Becker 1973,1974) is
opposite ta this as there is assortative mating
whereby women are channelled avay from the

paid labour market (compardively speakurg)
and thus should ceteris paribw encounler a
marital discount due to ihese intra-falnilial
unobaervables. As with the case of addictive
consrmpion, the queslion of whether there are
hystef€sis effects arises. Some of the gaim to
marriage will be reversible particularly where
a maledominated household is dissolved. In
contrast to this, estimated female retums might
turn out to be gT€ater, ceteris Wrihrs, ftr those
who are divorced as they night be,
Wst,

s

revealing past labour market investnenb made
as a hedge against divorce risk as suggested in
Greene and Quester (1982), who also provide
some sqportive empirical widence.

1. The lilerunre: rcsults and problems
Using a skdard Mincerian earnings function,
houdy eamings, the most recent

for
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researchers have come !o the conclusion that

smoking lowen the hourly wage rde by m
estimated 4-7 per c€nt (Levine et al, 1997\. The
frst study, by Berger and Leigh (1989) using

the 1973 Quality of Employment Swvey,
formd no connection between smoking and
eamings. The main disadvantage oftheir paper
is the small sample size which is conected in
L,€yine et al (1997), who use samples fiom the

NLSY National tongitudinal Survey of Youth
Q8l7 m lg8r'. ard 3228 in 1991). Their eamings fiutction uses a dwffny for whether the
individual is a daily smoker as their index of
smoking status. A faidy paEimonious specification is used with only race and sex dummies
added to the human capital, farnily background
and expedence variables. Most studies follow
this kind of specificalion although generally
with region dummies added. One problern with
the econometric work, on the snoking-eamings linlq is that it lurnps ex-smokers together
with those who have never smoked- In this
paper, we take account of these differences. In
Levine et dl (1947), some calculations were
made for the effect of quitting on eamings.
Brmdly, their findings are tlnt the quitter eams
more, ceteris paribzs, than the cunent srnoker
but less than the nwer smoker. Their study is
limited to a particular cohort of Americans
which somewhat limits the range of evidence
on the effect of quitting on snorking as there
will have been little scope for the negative
effects to build up before quitting, due to the
ceiling on the age ofthe sample.
Tuming now to the drinking papers, Belger
and Leigh (1988) use the 1972-3 Quality of
Employment Survey, i.e. dre same sample as
their 1989 smoking paper, which contains only
1496 obaervations. Drinking is measured by
the number of occasions ofhow often per week
liquor, beer or wine arc consum€d. This is not
a particularly good measure of drirking espe-

cially as people from some culf.ral backgrounds drink infrequently but in large [or
'bingeing'l amounts. Berger and Leigh find
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that modest, by their definition, drinkers

a simple shift dummy.

amongst women eam 7.8 per cent more than
non-drinkers with the corresponding figure for

Z,arkill. et a/ (1998) tried to replic*e the
rcsults of French and Zarftin (1995) using a
nationally based survey, lhe 1991 ad 1992
National Hous*rold Suweys on Drug Abuse.
The sample sizes for men were 3015 (1991)
and 2933 (1992), whilst for women they were
3176 (1991) arld 2991 lryD. h cmtast to
French and Zarkin (1995), a more sophisticaed measure of drinking was used. Instead of a
daily and heary measure, Zarkin et a/ (1998)
cyeated 7 categories of drinking ranging from
liglt drinking per monft to heavy drinking per

men being 20.9 per cent.

Heien (1996) conducted a more extensive
snrdy ofthe link bdween alcohol consumption
and eamings. The data sets used for this study
were the NHSA (National Household Survry
on Alcohol) for the yeas 1979 and 1984 and

the l97Z-73 Quality of Employment Surv€y.
The numbgr of observations in each suwey

were 1521, 3828 and 1373 respectively.
Drinking was measured as total number-ofdrinks per month. This measure was created by

looking al the weekly number of drinks intervals that an individual had placed themselves
in. For example 5-7 &inks per week. This
sfrdy used only a shift dummy for gender. In
terms of the results, fl statistically signilicam
inverted U-shaped quadratic relationship was
found between eamings and alcohol consump-

tion in all samples.
French and Zsrkin (1995) took a less than
parsimonious route whfl selecting their sample. For reasons not clealy eplaineq they
choose a rmdom sorple of workers from fow
organisations. The full sample contains 1050
obseflations. It is not clear how they ensured
the sample was random or representative in
each firm, nor is it clear if the fimrs were repr€sentative of a general population of firms.
Some att€mltrs afe made to describe whether
the firn operates nationally or locally and the
type of occupations represeriled by each finn's
wor*ers. TWo measures of drinking were used:

'daily' and 'heavy' dring tln past twelve
months. A daily drinker was defined as an individual who drank on 20 or mote rhys in the last
30. A heavy thinker was defmed as an individual who drank five or more drinks per occasion
on five or more days of the last 30. Again an
inverted U-stnped rclationship between drinking and eamings was found with peak eamings
around 1.69 - 2.4 drinks per day. Agaia gender
differentials were permitted only by the use of

month. The resufts oftheir estimates suggests
that male drinkers earned 7 per cent more than
men who did not drink and that this relationship was constant acaoss a wide range ofdrinking levels. The retums to drinking for women
were fomd to be statistically insignificant.
Categorisation is a problem with the mem-

ing of definitims for drinking variables as
there is no clear defmition of'light', 'modest'
or 'heavy' drinking in terms oftheir effects on
labour muket performmce. Such terms are
u$Elly defined with rcs?ed to m€dical expertise or social/moraljudgennents: for example in
Europe there is a definitim of heavy drinking
based on units of alcohol whereby beer, wine

and spirits are converted into a common
denominator. The line of dernarcation differs
markedly bdween men and women due to
their differing physiological capacities to
absorb alcohol without damage. Snrdies of the
alcohol-eamings link will tend not to coffain
ouaight alcoholics dr€ to the natuxe of tlle
samples and the fact that they are mme likely
to be

od ofthe labour market. Hsrce it

is a

lit-

tle bit rmclear what is actually being measured

md tlrc alcohol deftritions may in fact prory
some otler unmeasurpd attribubes such as
motivdion or facets of personality.
There has b€en little wort on fie specific
chumels through which smoking ad &inking
might influence eamings although tlrere are a

few papers on their imprct on absmteeisn.
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Leigh (1995), using sanples of 4186 women
and 4253 mer from the 1986 Panel Study of
Income D)'namics estimates a Tobit model of
ab6ence rates,
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are negative.

J, Datu and variables

The data are taken from the General
Household Suvey, in the UK, for 1974,84 and
94. Unlike most of the American studies, this

fuding 232 per c€nt rcductions

in absenteeism rates for female snokers and 42
per c€nl rcductions in absenteeism rates for
male snokers. Controlling for personal clnractefistics associated with smoking reduces this

is a series

ofall

age samples rather than a

lim-

ited age span birth cohort. Our sample selection is r€stricted to those who have wo*ed in
the last year in a full-time (more than thirty
hours per week) job. Defmitions of variables

to a modest effect of smoking for men but a
negligible efect for women.
Until recently, investigdion of the rnarriage
prcmimr has also been resticted to U.S. data.
Dmiel (1995) reports findings from the
National Longitudinal Snrdy ofYotrth for those
agBd 14-21 in 1979. The mariage premium

given in able l. Smoking and drinking data
collected by self-assessment with respondents asked to self-report or calegorise their
consumption of cigarettes and alcohol. This
may well lead to bias. For example, lhe percentage of male or female heavy drinkers in 94
and 84 is always less than I per cent. However,
in 1984 70 per cenr ofthe males believed drat
they were moderate drinkers, a figure which
are

re

for whit€ m€n is about 6 per cent whilst that for
bleck men is about 4.5 per cent Black women
€am a mariage prernium of about 3 per c€nt.
White women experience a discount but this is
du€ 1o tle effect of chil&en. When these are
accormted for, tlere is a small positive effect of
marriage that appears after a few years of marriage. There is stong evidence that children
reduce the retums for white males but the evi.
dence for black males is weaker. Waldfogel
(1998a) plesenB more results from the same
data source using the 1980 and l99l samples
with black and Hispanic dummies rather than
full pafim€t€r shifts being allowed. This paper
includes non-working individuals by usmg
their last recorded wage raie and including a

fell to 43 per cent in the 1994

sample.

Similarly, in 1984 60 per cent offemales categorised themselves as moderate drinkers,
fulling to 30.8 per cent in 1994. In tenns of
smoking in ty74
cent of males were

5W

smokers, as were 45 per cent

of

females.

However, by 1994 only 26 per cent of males
were smokers and likewise only 25 per cent of

it

females were smokers. Whilst
might be
expected thst srnoking and drinking go togeth-

er, correlations between rrported levels of
smoking ard drinking for either malcs or
females in 1984 and 1994 never exceeded

not-cuncntly-working dumrny. The family
va'iables arr moital status dummies and one
and two-or-more children durnmies. The net
effests ofbeing manied are signifrcantly positive for males and fernales and are about I l- l2
per cent for the former ard about 4 per cent for
the latt€r. The point estimates are higNy similat across the two years.
The premium for women is wiped out by the
impact of having one child and firmed into a
substantial discormt when there are two on
more children The equivaled effects fe men
are somewhat incosisent; in 1980 the children dummies are positive whilst in l99l thry

0.08.

W}ilst it is a boon to be able to use zuch a
spdl ofdata, particularly in view ofthe limited
nature ofmost earlia studies, the I 974 data ar€
unfoftinately limited. They do not contain any
variables for drinking, cohabitation or ethnicity. Further, the cohabitation variable is only
available for 1994. Whils! these deficiencies
limit the cnmparability and comprehansivoress
of the results, we decided to persist with the
ofall three waves. As fa: as possible we t7
to follow the lirerature in terms of the model
use
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specification and variable definitions. The
experience variables are proxies derived from

the age-left-education variable and cunent
age, rather dran the true level of experience.
The drinking dummy is defined from selfassessments of the level of alcohol consumo.
tign

6

Estimation and resalts

can be formd in Addison ard Siebed (1979,
pp.l59-163). It is assumed that an individual
starts with a giveir earnings capacity which can
be augnented by inveshnents in yers of
schooling and post-school investrnent. It is
assumed thai the fraction

of eamings capacity

invested over the working life follows a linearly declining path. This gives rise to a quadratic term in yers of work s<perierrce. As with all

The predictiors fiom the liieratrre are fairly
self-evident. The snoking dummy should have
a n€gative coefficient. The quit-smoking coef-

such studies we are mnstrained by the ques
tions asked in the source material. There are

ficient should be negative, but maller fran th*
for snoking if there are hysteresis effecb of
smoking frmr some of the causes listed above.
The exp€ctation ofthe drinking coeffrcients is
of some positive effect atthough this is largely
derived from perusal of the extant literdux€
rather tllan my strong economic-theoretical

example: possible simulaneity between the
focus vriables of this paper (smoking, drinking) and eamings through an income effect dictating the need for something other thm a simple OLS approach. One rcs?onse to lhis is to
point out that there is very little evidence of
any income responsiv€ness of addictive substances to income (see for example the literature review of smd<ing by Carneron (1998)).
Fr.dher, use of an instrumental variable
approadr will not bring any gairs where it
proves impossible to find suitable inshuments;
inde€d perseverance in such circunstances
tends io hing unstable and implausible results
overall (see for exanplel,r;vine et al,1997lt.
The rpsulb are shown in tables 2 and l. tne
first set of rcsults features only a constant ard
two $loking dummies to show the gross
effects ofsmoking and quitting. The second set
adds the ligh! moderate, and heavy selfassessments-of{rinking dummies. We then
add the ftrll set of conventional €amings fimction vaiables plus sk family variables for
marital strtus and number of children Finally,
we add a measure ofhealth and explore the dis-

basis. The marital stdus coefficients are
to be positive and greater for men
than for women. The children coeffrcient are
exp€cted to be n€gative and broadly stonger in
effect for women than for men. As the incentive to invest in a partner's career is less in the
cohabitative stat€ we would exp€ct it to b,ring
positive returns which are less than thoee to
maniage. As indicsted the divorce situation is
e)(p€cled

complel( but b'roadly one expocts a male retrm
l€ss than that to maniage but a female rehJm

which may exceed that to maniage.

A

self

reported measure ofhealth is also included and
we expect individuals who have been ill during
fte last yea' to have significantly less eamings
than someone who has b€en well. If smoking

and drinking prory for

heaft then the inclusion of this measue ctf health should reduce
tle size and significance of the associded
drinking and smoking coefficients.

The estimating equation is the basic
Mincerian human capital function which
involves regressing log earnings on a set of
human capital variables plus additional durnmies for region, smoking, drinking and marital

situatim. The full derivation of the fimction

problerns

of bias which might be raised: for

count rd€s mongst smokos and drinkers with

interactions between experience and both
drinking and smoking. The resulb are very
encouraging for the existing work on these
$eparate literaturEs. Fairly stmdard results are

found for the education, training and experience variables. A fair degree of supqrort is
fomd fm all the popositions advanced th€rein
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&d some ht€resting additions a'ise.
The simple reg/€ssions for srnoking and
drinking give only gross effects of smoking
wttich prove to be statistically significant. For
1984 and 1994 these ale as expected being
negativg altlrough the 1974 resufts are anomalously positive. For 1974, smoking shows
gross Seins but the net eff€cts, acctrding to the
full specificatior,!, ffe zero. The net effect of
being an ex-smoker hrrns out to be significantly pmitive, in 1974, fu males but irsignificant
for fernales.
We tum now to the 1984 and 1994 results.
The gross negative smoking effec{s for men

apd women arc exh€mely lafg€ and arc not
reduced by adding the drinking dummies.
However, adding the human capital and family

indicate a strong gain over being uflntrried,
but oe less than the mariage etrects, being
about 12 per cent, which makes sense in terms
of labour malket analysis.
For women, there are large, although much
snalleE net gains to marriage but only in 1984
ald 1994 (8.+10.3 per cent). Th€ negativ€
effect of the presence of children ovennhelm-

ingly offsets this confirming the work of
Waldfogel ( 1998b). The divorced-marriage
connection is different for women. In 1984 the
r€hrns for divorced women ar€ quit€ close to
those for the still married. In 1994, the relationship is rwersed where the divorced worran
eams a greater rate of retum than the still mar-

inv€rted U-r€lalion where the peak is for moderab drinking whilst for men there is a loss for
light rhinking br.rt no other e,ffects. These
r€sults ale a little messy but the broad conchF
sion is that thos€ who rate thernselvee as mod
erate to heavy drinkers do not suffer earnings

ried. This was pr€dicted above on the basis of
the work of Greene and Quester (1982) br.t it
may also be indicative of reverse causation in
thar rhe Becker inspired research on the determinants of divorce indicates ftat mal€ wages
have a negalive effect on this whilst femsle
wages have a positive effect.
The cohabiation results arc most interesting
as both genders show a significant gain over
the single state. For botlg lhe returns are less
than the retums to fully formalised marriage
but are still substantial (16.7 per cent for men
and about 8 p€r cent for women).
When a measure of h€alth is added to the
model a negative offect is found for bad health
for men only in 1984 and for wmen only in
1994. In each of these specifications thoe is a
small reduction in the smoking coefficient
which would tend to indicat€ that smoking to

loss and may, in fac( gain.

some extert does

vriables reduces them to magnitudes compa-

witi the U.S. shrdies. The quit-$noking
dummies t€nd tro be positive and significflit in
the first two sets of results but the full specification rcduces them to insignificance suggesting that there ae no hysteresis efiects of smoking once hunan capital and family covariation
with moking is contolled for.
rable

The male and female results show a rising
rdte of r€tum to drhking
ishes

inthe

1994 data.

In

in 1984 but this van1994, women have an

In the final

The effect for muriage are very strong
indeed, suggesting that mariage effects in previous studies me not mis-attributions to covariant smoking ffd drhking e{fects. For men, the

n€f effect is in the range 21.8-28.9 per cen!
which is above the typical values for the USA
studies, and my offsetting effects of children
are small and weak with there being on the
contraqr, a significant pocitive retun to the
second child

in

1984. The results for divorce

prory for ill health.
specifications, interactions

between experience and both heavy drinking
and smoking arc included in order to test the
hypothesis that the eamings discounts to srroking and drinking relate to lower discount mtes
arnongst the6e individuals. If true, we should
expect a lower earnings - experience profile
and these additional interaclion terms will help
to identi$, this. In terms of the empirical
r€sults, supptrting evidenc€ is only found for
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wo|nen who smoke. In addition, for wom€n the

smoking coEfficient also becomes irsignificant. Suggesting that for women the eamings
from smoking may 4cgrally relate to
$scorTl
lower drscount rates.

Finally, it was also decided to test the
hypothesis that the smoking discormt could
result from labour mark* inactivity. This could
be due to ill health, employo discriminaion or
wen longer search periods by smoken as comparpd to non snokers. A logit model ofunemployment was estimated using the main variables from the eamings fimction ad the fesults
ffe presenEd in lable 4. Cleady, smoking is a
sbong and positive predictor of unemplo,yment
for both men and women. Similady, the evideirce from the 1994 daA set suggests that
drhkers, *{rether they be tight, moderate or
heavy, are all morc likely to be rmemployed.
Takm together, these results would suggest
that smoking and drinking are imporht delerminants ofan individual's likelihood of being
employed. Whether this resuft sterns fiom discrimination and poorer search we are mable to
say.

The results re summarised as follows fleaving out the 1974 anomalies for clarity). Ther€
is a broad negative effect of snoking which
stnvives the €rpanded specification of this
paper. The weight of this paper is against a
smoking hysteresis effect. The smoking dis.

count is paftially offset

S

the inclusio of

ill

health and may for women be additiorallv

explained

by a lower discount rate.

Furthermore there is evidence to suggest that
snoking positively predicts unemployment
and thus rhe discount !o snoking miy stem

from labour ma*et inactivity On

balance,

drinking alcohol tends to have no or a beireficial effec1. The mariage premirnn is large,
greater for men than women and has a tendency !o be offset, for women, by a chil&en dis-

count but this is not the case for men.
Mariage appe&s to leave behind traces of its
hrnan capital aupfltation as the divorced

€am more than the never ma.ried. Further,
there ae subsantial returns, albeit le6s than to
marriage, for cohabitation suggesting that such

human capital augmentation goes on even in
the presence of incomplete mark€ts for obtaining an exit share.
7, Conchsion

Il

Anglo-American culture smoking and
dinking have now become stigmatised activities whilst marriage has been promoted consis-

tently by governments as

beneficial.

Canpaigning against sinoking and drinking
has focused on the health efiects, and that for
the family on moral md sosial (sd€malityi
effects. This paper b,rings together, for the frrst
the joftt effects ofthese policy taxgets on

timg

eamings. The frndings are quite stiking.

All

the established effects of marital status, drinking and moking" from previous literature, are

still manifest. The gains to being mrried

are

very higl4 not only are th€y greatly in excess

of

the gains to cohabiting or having prwiously
been manied but they are also much largo
than in comparable U.S. studies. In one case
lhe return to maniage is approaching 30 per
cent. Such a dranatic result coupled with
smoking and drinking effects fairly close to
American estimates leads us ineluctably to end
with the old acadernic clicM that more work
ne€ds to be done.
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Variable Names and Defmitions
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OLEVEL
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DECREE Higher education. Dummy variablg I = attained uriversity degree as highest
qualification.
TRADEXAM Trade qualification. Dunmy variable, I = attained bade qualificdion
F.mlloyment eriperience measured as current age less age wh€n left full time
education
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l=

ALEVEL

EXP

EXPSQ

SMOKE
LIGHT l= light drinker
MOD
l= moderate drinker
HEAYY l: heavy drinker
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MARRIED
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